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Feasibility

• Study feasibility

– all factors that influence conducting 

the trial are evaluated in detail

• Site or investigator level feasibility

– assesses the suitability of a given site to participate in the 
proposed study

Careful selection and evaluation of investigator sites is one            
critical step in the pathway of a successful trial 



What are some of the things that 
keep me up at night?

• Low site acceptance 

• Project rejection

• Poor recruitment 

– biggest challenge to the success of 
clinical trials

• Inability to recruit to target timelines

– extensive cost and resource burden on 
study teams 

• Cost effectiveness of the trial 

Completing a detailed feasibility can be a start to the solution to 
some of these nightmares



Feasibility data a site provides to sponsor isn’t 
just about estimated recruitment numbers



Factors that can influence investigator site selection

• Interest in the research 

• Experience and qualifications

• Sufficient staff to conduct the study

• Availability of suitable patient population

• Adequate facilities

• Adequate time to conduct and oversee the trial

• Track record with similar trials previously

• Geographic location

• Contractual and budgetary arrangements



Questions many of you ask are:

• Why is the feasibility process difficult 

to get right? 

• How can sites improve the completion of 
feasibility questionnaires and provide the 
best possible information to sponsors?



Understand the objective of the feasibility 

• Is the protocol in development, are they seeking 
information that would help answer critical questions 
about the study design or eligibility criteria?

• Are they simply looking to assess the site’s interest and 
enrolment potential?

• Or, is it some combination of both?



Completing the feasibility

• Allow enough time to put together thoughtful answers

• Predicting enrolment can be a guessing game
– Check the inclusion/exclusion criteria  
– Don’t provide a rough estimate
– Keep track of previous responses and don't rely on memory

• Consider questions such as:
– Is the indication feasible for your site? 
– Do you have the population to draw from? 

• Look at your databases and the metrics that can be extracted
– How many would actually want to be involved? 

• Speak to your CRA if you have any questions

• Communicate with other site staff



A successful feasibility assessment requires 
multidisciplinary input                                                 

Regulatory expert

Feasibility specialist

Imaging expert

Pharmacy expert

Medical expert

Laboratory expert



Don’t overestimate your enrolment forecast

• Be realistic and conservative in your estimate

• Inflated enrolment estimates from sites are a huge problem for sponsors

– If sites only enrol half the patients they predicted,                                                                        
the sponsor has to quickly add sites to increase enrolment

• Higher estimate often adds doubt or need for                                                                 
further clarification

• Be upfront about competing studies 

– Honesty helps build a good relationship



Assessing protocol complexity: 
Identify unanticipated challenges upfront

• Realistic expectations need to be set at the beginning

• Review  “which inclusion/exclusion criteria will be most 
challenging for you?”                                                     

• Factor in capacity operational factors

• Do you have the necessary infrastructure

• Tell the sponsor why you are declining a study



Showcase your sites performance  
Don’t start from scratch each time – Site CV

• Introduction tool to a new sponsor when your site is approached for a new 
study even before you receive the feasibility 

• Eliminates the need for you to complete information over and over again 

– site details including infrastructure (staffing, facilities, pharmacy, lab’s, 
equipment)

– certification

– past experience

– type of studies conducted                            

– HREC and Governance details

• Demonstrate how consistently a site has performed 

– recruitment and retention metrics







Close the loop                                                                                            
• Sites should FOLLOW UP with every sponsor that you submit a feasibility 

questionnaire
– Relationship building

• Many weeks or months may pass after the initial feasibility to when the 
sponsor finalizes the protocol and establishes the study budget
– no systematic follow-up by either party to assess the status, timeline 

or result of the feasibility assessment

• You have no idea why you weren’t chosen
– Did you not have enough potential patients?
– Did you not have enough experience?
– Did you not have adequate facilities and staffing?
– Or, were there protocol, IP or other issues that impacted the decision 

and had nothing to do with the site?

• Apply any learnings to the next study opportunity



Saving sight. Changing lives


